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Weaving Terms
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Rigid Heddle Loom 

With any new avocation, comes a new vocabulary. Here are a few terms that 
you may encounter as you start your weaving journey. Some of these terms 
are general weaving terms and some are specific to the rigid-heddle loom. 

Apron Rod  A short rod connected to the warp and cloth beam onto which you tie or wrap the warp yarn. 

Beat The act of pressing the yarn into place with the rigid heddle.

Back Beam A rod just above the warp beam that holds the warp above the warp beam and assists in 
maintaining an evenly tensioned shed.  Not all looms have a back beam. 

Cloth Beam  A large rod in the front of the loom on which you roll your woven cloth. 

Dent This is a single space—slot or hole—in a rigid-heddle reed (see Reed). You will hear references to a 
rigid-heddle as an “8-dent rigid heddle”. This means that it has 8 spaces—slots and holes—in an inch.

Ends per inch (e.p.i.) The number of yarns in an inch of warp.

Fell Where the last laid weft pick is pressed into place. The fell line advances as the weaving advances.

Float A warp or weft yarn that travels over more than one warp end or weft pick. Sometimes we make 
these on purpose, sometimes they are a mistake ;)

Front Beam A rod just above the cloth beam that holds the warp above the cloth and assists in maintaining 
an evenly tensioned shed.  Not all looms have a front beam. 

Header Waste yarn that is woven at the beginning of a project to spread the warp to its full width and to 
provide a firm, even surface to start your weaving.

Heddle The molded plastic piece in the rigid heddle reed that forms the holes between the slots. On a 
shaft loom, these are made of metal or string, and move freely on a frame shaft. The rigid heddle gets its 
name from the fact that the heddles are held rigidly in place.

Heddle Block  The part of the loom that supports the rigid heddle in the up, down, and neutral position.

Picks per inch (ppi) The number of weft yarns in an inch of weaving.

Plain weave A weave structure where the weft travels over and under the warp without skipping any ends. 
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Reed The reed determines the sett of the cloth and maintains the warp width.

Rigid-heddle A piece of the loom comprised of molded plastic forms held rigid by two wooden supports, 
forming a slot/hole configuration.

Selvedge The edge of woven cloth.

Sett The spacing of the warp yarns in the rigid heddle.

Shed The open space created when the rigid heddle is lifted or lowered. Think of it as the place that 
shelters the weft.

Shot One pass of the weft.

Shuttle Used to store weft yarn and shuttle it back and forth as you pass through a shed. There are many 
different types of shuttles. Stick shuttles are the most common shuttles used in rigid-heddle weaving.

Take-up The amount the cloth rebounds after being removed from the loom. There are two actions that 
cause take-up. One is the fact that weft doesn’t travel in a straight line, it bends over and under the warp. 
The second is when woven cloth is removed from the tension of the loom, it rebounds. Because of these 
two phenomena, you have to factor in extra weft yardage and warp length to ensure you have enough yarn 
and your final project ends up being the size you wish it to be.

Warp The yarns held taut on the loom.

Warp Beam A large rod at the back of the loom on which you wind the warp.
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